Songs For The
Inner Lover

SAT PATIM/OM SHRIM
(Two mantras from India, the first for women to attract a love partner, the second for men, inviting the feminine (Shakti) energy of the Universe.)

A       D
Sat patim dehi parameshwara
A       E
Sat patim dehi parameshwara
A       Dm          A-E
Sat patim dehi parameshwara

(Sat patim dehi parameshwara)
Please give to me a man of truth who embodies the perfect masculine principles.

(Om shrim shriyei namaha)
Om and Salutations to the creative abundance that is the very form of this universe.

SO MUCH MAGNIFICENCE

D       A       Bm - Fm#
There is so much magnificence
     G - D
near the ocean
Em
Waves are coming in
A7
Waves are coming in
Halleluja

(original by Peter Makena)
SECOND CHANCE

Em9
I hung my hat on a wishing tree
B7 Am7
I asked for one wish - I could’ve had three
G Bm Em
but I only asked for what I needed
Em9
could’ve asked for money, riches and wealth
B7 Am7
but all I really wanted was to find myself
G Em D
unaccustomed as I was to seeking
G D C D
and my heart whispered inside
G D C
and the moon rose and the angels
D sighed... and they said...
G D C D
here comes your second chance
G D C D
you’d better believe it
G D C D
open up and receive it
G D C D
here comes your second chance
Em C
take a deep breath, this is your D G second chance.

make peace with your mother and your father, too
make peace with the stranger inside of you
and forgive yourself for the things you tried and failed to do
embrace your anger, your lust and your greed
that’s how we drop the things that we don’t need
pick up a musical instrument or plant a seed
that was my heart whispering inside
‘welcome’ it said, ‘you’re home and dry’
[chorus]
well the years went by and my wish came true
and i find myself here with you i had to climb that mountain there was no way around it
and we all come and go like waves in the sea
each with our own responsibility to leave this world more beautiful than we found it
that’s your heart whispering inside and you know your heart, it never lied
(Miten)
TILL I WAS LOVED BY YOU

G
i never was loved so deeply
C  D
never was loved so true
Em   Bm
never was loved so completely
Am7  D
till i was loved by you
G
i never knew i was blessed
C   Am
but now i do
Em7      C
never knew what i was missing
Am7  D   G
till i was loved by you

Cmaj7
angels all around me
D     G
i had angels at my door
Em  Am
angels in the kitchen
C  G
barefoot on the floor
Em   C
guides to guide me
G D   Em
and friends when i was down
Am7
but still there was something
C   Am7  D
missing till you came round

[chorus]
time is a fiction i am not afraid
time can only take away
the things our minds have made
but love's glory is no small thing
i knew it when i heard you sing
(Miten)

ISHQ-ALLAH
A Sufi Song

A E     F#m D
Ishq-allah Mah-bud-lillah
A       F#m        D  A
Ishq-allah Mah-bud- lil- lah (2x)
A       F#m
Allah Ya Jamil
D           A
Allah Ya Jamil

F#m       Bm
Allah Ya Jamil

E       A
Allah Allah

God is love, lover and beloved,
God is beauty.
CONNECTION

C     F
seen a lot of rain
       Cmaj7
seen a lot of road
       Dm
i’ve seen a lot of the world
       G     C
...it’s on overload
       F
i see it in myself
       Cmaj7
it’s everywhere i go
       Fm
each one of us
       G
looking for connection
       C
connection
everybody’s on the phone but
nobody’s home
so how do we share
how do we show that we care
when everybody’s on the line
wasting time
hungry for connection
connection

C     F     G/C
reach out and touch someone
       Am
everybody’s got a private fear
       G
reach out and take somebody’s
       F     G
hand
       Am
here we stand in the eyes of god
       Dm     G
reaching out, reaching out for
       C
connection

i got the mp3
i got the mini disc
i got a world of information at
my fingertips
i’ve got a young son
living with his walkman on
just like me, he’s looking for
connection
connection

(Miten)
VERTICAL REALITY
walking...
watching...
breathing...
feeling...
there is no time in here
there is no mind in here
emptiness is what it is
it's a vertical reality
and it's big enough for you and me

walking
watching
breathing
dreaming
i must have about a million things on my mind
but i've got my feet on the ground
i can't remember what it was i hoped to find
i'm just grateful for what i found

there is no time in here
there is no mind in here
emptiness is what it is
it's a vertical reality
and it's big enough for you and me
yes, it's bigger than the sun
big enough for everyone
it's a vertical reality

(Miten)

INTO THE WIND
this is our aloneness this is our time
this is the mountain we all have to climb this is our destiny wild and free
we're all holding a master key
to the empty sky

into the wind into the wind we fly
this is our aloneness this is our time
this is the mountain we all have to climb this is our destiny
beyond the small family
i see no boundary between you and i

(Miten)
HEARTBEAT

i can feel your heartbeat
i can feel it in mine
i can feel your heartbeat
i can feel it all the time
anytime of the day or night
as we travel this winding road
you gave me the greatest gift
you made my heart my home
you made my heart my home

i can feel your heartbeat
like a flame burning deep inside
i can feel your heartbeat
so gentle and strong, so deep and wide
any time of the day or night
as we travel this winding road
you gave me the greatest gift
you made my heart my home
you made my heart my home

(Miten)